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IDLS2018 Event Planning Day
The IDLS2018 Event Planning Day took place on the 8 May 2018
at the Town and Country San Diego.
The morning of the day was aimed at exhibitors, and along with
presentations from the Society and the venue, there was an
extensive tour of the site, including the conference facilities,
Royal Palm Tower, gym and the site’s bars and restaurants.
Victoria from the Town and Country gave an update on the
renovation of the site. The conference facilities have been
upgraded, as has the Royal Palm Tower. We were advised that an Airstream which has been converted into
a bar will be placed in the middle courtyard of the property prior to our arrival, and the gym will be moving to
a different location within the site.
There was a discussion about designating an afternoon for government employees to receive free access
to the exhibition - serving military would need to show their military ID and government employees their
government ID. It was agreed that this would not be open to government contractors; these individuals are
identifiable as their government ID badges have a green strip. It was agreed that this afternoon would take
place between 13:30hrs and 17:00hrs on Wednesday 31st October.
In addition to the open exhibition afternoon for government personnel, the meeting was briefed on the plan
to offer Day Passes to IDLS2018. These will not be available until four weeks prior to the show and must be
booked online. The price for these is a third of the normal ticket price; anyone wishing to purchase 10 or
more passes will be offered a discount.
It was noted that business attire should be worn during the event and that the Society would NOT be
adopting the tradition that some local companies have, of encouraging people to wear Halloween costumes
to work on 31st October.
The meeting discussed options for a social event built around the ‘Day of the Dead’, and actions were taken
to develop the idea. As more information becomes available, we will share the details and options.
Attendees at the meeting who are based in San Diego advised the Society to inform delegates that they
should not travel to over the border to Tijuana in Mexico, as it is not considered safe to do so.
In the afternoon the Society held discussions with some of the local military organisations, explaining the
plans for IDLS2018 and how those organisation could get involved.

Booking now Open!
Secure your place now, by visiting IDLS2018.com
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IDLS2018 Sponsorship Opportunities
We are pleased to announce that this year’s sponsorship pack is now available. You can access it via our
website here.
If your company would like to apply for any of this year’s sponsorship options, or would like to discuss any
of your own proposals, please contact Emma Jane Taylor at the IDLSoc Secretariat via events@idlsoc.com.

Exhibiting at IDLS2018
Its great to see that a number of companies have already signed up to exhibit and/or are looking to sign up.
As mentioned in the key dates above, we are planning on having a site inspection and event planning day on
Tuesday 8th May 2018. As with previous years it is free to attend this event, but you need to register by
emailing events@idlsoc.com.
The exhibition floorplan will be finalised at that meeting, there will be an initial draft at NTDLS, for exhibitors
to look at and comment on.
For more details about exhibiting at IDLS2018 and information on the new features please download the
Exhibitions Packages document.

Confirmed Exhibitors
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Society News
AS/NZ Chapter News
The chapter will again be hosting a TDL Summit in 2018, on Monday 12th November, in Canberra,
Australia.
The Australian Defence Force TDL Authority (ADFTA) will again be the gold sponsor, supported by ViaSat
and Leidos.
This one day event will inform stakeholders and the wider Defence and Defence Industry community of
current and future issues concerning TDL in the Australian Defence Force (ADF). The focus of the TDL
Summit will be on bringing Defence and Industry together to develop an understanding of the issues and
activities currently affecting the TDL community.
Keep a watch on our TDL Summit page for updates.

The Inaugural Tactical Communications Forum Took Place From 29th 30th May in Kaunas, Lithuania
Author: Emma Jane Taylor, IDLSoc Communication Secretary
The aim of this new meeting is to provide an open forum for informal
discussions between nations on all aspects of the operation, support,
procurement and advancement of Tactical Communication Systems, such
as Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) systems, radio systems and Data Links.
The target audience for the TCF is military, government and industry
personnel.
The programme started with a ‘Welcome to Lithuania’ from Lt Colonel A
Rimkus, and an overview of the Lithuanian Armed Forces’ Communications
by Major Robertas Tumasonis.
This was followed by a presentation by Maja Hjelm From the Swedish FMV
on Operational-Based Enterprise Architecture of Requirements for Tactical
Communication. This comprehensive presentation included information on
the Swedish Armed Forces’ Joint Policy Documentation for Interoperability Enabling
Systems 2016 – 2025, and then described how the FMV has created a model based

CONTINUED...

document suite.
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The purpose of the model is to:
•

Use the architecture modelling to validate the document set on its content, in order to ensure that it
really holds together,

•

Use the model to communicate policy and inform about the way forward in interoperability,

•

Result in updates will being more effective, as updating the existing model will create already
coherent documents.

The presentation resulted in a full discussion about the need for CONOPS, the benefits of creating a model
and how to make better use of model-based systems.
Maja has agreed that the documentation can be hosted on the IDLSoc website; it can be found in the
Swedish Chapter area. An outline of the documentation set is below:

The Interoperability-enabling system policy documentation set, contains an overarching policy document to
provide a framework to the supporting CONOPS and platform annexes. It also contains a comprehensive
list of abbreviations (Appendix 1) used in all of the documents, as well as the platform Implementation
Matrices (Appendix 2). The five CONOPS provide a description of the operating environment and contain a
brief technical description of each system. In addition to a description of the joint employment, the use of
the enabling systems in each service is also explained.
The CONOPS describe Tactical Data Links (TDL), Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) systems, secure voice,
secure text, Command and Control Information Systems (C2IS) and the Infrastructure description CONOPS.
The existing platform annexes have been reviewed and updated to reflect current implementation plans.
The two appendices containing the list of abbreviations and the platform Implementation Matrices have
likewise been updated, to be concurrent with the latest Swedish Armed Forces directives and doctrines.

Following this there was a presentation by Dirk Ritter on the Cross Domain Information Exchange, during
the German Exercise Timber Express. You can read all about Timber Express on pages 7 - 10 of this
newsletter.
Andreas Kernchen delivered a presentation on Operational Requirements - Information Exchange Communication Systems. During which he advised attendees where they could access AAP-03; Production,
Maintenance and Management of NATO Standardization Documents.

CONTINUED...
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Other presentations included; the Patriot Tactical Communication Capability; Automated Collaboration;
Multi-Link Management for the Future and Interoperability; Interoperability, Get In and Keep Up; AWACS
Mode 5 Program, and; Airborne C2 Challenges for the future. These were delivered by a mixture of
government and industry representatives.
Day 1 finished with a dinner outside at the Kaunas Air Museum. After we had a guided tour of the Museum,
we sat down to a delicious dinner prepared by Viktorija’s mother, and good conversation.

Our thanks go to Chairman Al Gore and his Co-Chair Viktorija Urbe for organising and running the event. Al
is now working with Martin Müller from the Austrian Military on plans for TCF 2019, scheduled for 2 - 3 May
in Salzburg. More information to follow...
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First Impressions from 2018 Timber Express
Author: Lt Col Frank Ziems, German Armed Forces

Overview
German Air Force Headquarters as Officer Scheduling the Exercise
ordered German Air Operations Command A 3 II b Tactical Data Link
Management Cell to conduct the exercise TIMBER EXPRESS from
March 26th through April 20th, 2018.
Since 2015 Germany and United States Air Force have collaborated on
this annual bilateral event, first named TIMBER EXPRESS (TE) and designated as an official German Air
Force exercise in 2017.
By arranging the dates to coincide with the Dutch exercise FRISIAN FLAG (FF), an opportunity arises every
year to monitor over a hundred live Link 16 events per day (Air, Ground, Surface and C2) in an already wellutilized part of Northern Europe’s airspace. This amounted to well over 2,000 live Link 16 participation
events.
While maintaining live and routine Link 16 operations, an additional data link environment was created at
the Uedem Air Operations Center to further the integration of new technologies and emerging standards
and to develop and evaluate new procedures and techniques that could meet evolving mission
requirements.
TE uses these conditions as a backdrop to accelerate and focus the learning process for TDL problem
detection and resolution. While the primary training audience was data link experts, TE also supplied a
steady stream of challenging situations for the six participants of this year’s German Data Link Manager
Course, helping them earn their top level certification.

CONTINUED...
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2018 Exercise Goals
•

Plan, create and maintain a large and complex Link 16 “network of networks” to support daily QRA
operations, routine training, and FRISIAN FLAG exercise activity and mesh these with experimental
subnetworks for Link 22, VMF1 and CESMO2,

•

Create an experimental test environment to test and develop new methods and procedures to
improve automated data sharing between information domains of different classification levels as
well as automated forwarding of information between different link standards (e.g. Link 22 to Link 16
or VMF to Link 16),

•

Use this highly complex environment to effectively train this year’s Data Link Manager Course,

•

Establish and maintain an encrypted internet connection to the USAF TDN Lab in Hanscom AFB, USA
to exchange and display all operational data as proof of concept of full remote site data link
management,

•

Record all exercise activity for later analysis.

CONTINUED...
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Preliminary Results
TIMBER EXPRESS fully achieved and exceeded its goals for 2018. While the Final Exercise Report will not
be available until after the Data Link Analysis (DLA) event in late June and the collection of all industry and
third party reports, there is no question that TE has again proven to be an absolutely essential tool in
furthering the knowledge of German TDL Managers, improve international cooperation and create a highly
effective workspace for the exchange of ideas between industry and government. With over a hundred
participants and visitors in Uedem – and more projected for a possible TIMBER EXPRESS 2019 - this
assessment is clearly shared by the TDL community.

Recommendations
•

Conduct an in-depth analysis of recorded data and disseminate pertinent findings to exercise
participants,

•

Support German Air Force Headquarters for TIMBER EXPRESS 2019.

CONTINUED...
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Visitors and Participants
German Air Force

International Participants

•

German Air Force Headquarters (Kdo Lw 2 III b
– Officer Scheduling the Exercise)

•

53rd Recce and EW Regiment (CZE)

•

German Air Operations Command (ZentrLuftOp •
A 3 II b – Officer Conducting the Exercise)

•

Escadron Electronique Sol (FRA Air Force)

•

German Air Force Forces Command (LwTrKdo
A 6 II c Interop)

•

System Support Center 14 (SysZ 14)

•

System Support Center 23 (SysZ 23)

•

System Support Center 25 (SysZ 25)

•

Tactical Air Command and Control Group 2
(EinsFüBer 2 – EFAI 23)

•

Tactical Air Wing 51 “I” (TaktLwG 51 “I”)

MITRE Corporation

•

Swiss Air Force Staff (CHE Air Force)

•

United States Air Force Life Cycle Management
Center (USAF LCMC)

•

United States Air Force Europe 1st Combat
Communications Squadron (USAFE 1st CBCS)

Industry and Other
•

Airbus (VMF/CESMO support)

•

Atheniem (Link 22 support)

•

ATLAS ELEKTRONIK (Link 22 support)

•

Fraunhofer Institute for Communication,
Information Processing and Ergonomics
(various)

•

General Dynamics UK (VMF/CESMO support)

•

Hensoldt (VMF/CESMO support)

•

Infodas (Information Gateways)

•

MarServices GmbH (VMF/CESMO support)

Federal Office of Equipment, Information
Technology and In-Service Support (BAAINBw
I6.2)

•

Northrop Grumman (German JSS / TDL Mgmt
GB)

•

Peraton (ADIVS)

•

German Army Armoured Brigade 12 Airspace
Mgmt (VKdoLw PzBrig 12)

•

Tactical Communications Group (VMF/CESMO
Gateway)

•

German Army Artillery School (AusbZ Münster - •
Participant DLM Course)
•

German Armed Forces (Bundeswehr)
•

Bundeswehr Center for Cyber Security (ZCSBw)

•

Bundeswehr Communication and Information
Systems Centre (BITS I TDL - Participant DLM
Course)

•

•

Bundeswehr Technical Center for Information
Technology and Electronics 81 (WTD 81
GF220)

•

German Army Concepts and Capabilities
Development Centre (AHEntwg II 3 (1))

•

German Army Headquarters (Kdo H IV Participant DLM Course)

•

German Cyber and Information Space
Command (KdoCIR Plg FähEntw ServMobElem)

•

German Navy Headquarters (MarKdo Abt Eins Participant DLM Course)

•

German Naval Support Command (MUKdo Participant DLM Course and Link 22 support)

•

Special Forces Operations Command (KSK G3
ALIC)
May 2018

URC Systems (CESMO support)
Viasat (Link 16 terminals and support software)
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Corporate News
Corporate Memberships
We are pleased to confirm that Atheniem have renewed their corporate membership this month.

For more information about becoming a Corporate Member of IDLSoc please click here.

SAVE THE DATE: June 12 – 14, 2018 Tactical Communications Group
(TCG) Will Host its 15th Annual Users Group & Training Seminar.
Tactical Communications Group (TCG) is pleased to announce the dates for this year’s Annual Users Group
& Training Seminar. Advanced registration is required.
For more information about the event, please contact our event coordinator Jessie at
Jessie.nokham@g2tcg.com or visit our website www.g2tcg.com.
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Rockwell Collins unveils FasTAK™ tactical combat targeting and
communications gateway solution
Rockwell Collins has unveiled FasTAK™, a new tactical combat targeting system and secure
communications gateway for success in today’s digital battlefield.
“FasTAK simplifies a complex set of tasks for users, helping them carry out missions more efficiently while
remaining agile,” said Troy Brunk, vice president and general manager, Communication, Navigation and
Electronic Warfare Solutions for Rockwell Collins. “From units on the move to command and control, the
system provides reliable, secure connectivity across the battlefield.”
The FasTAK solution features a wearable targeting system available in Microsoft Windows® and Android™
operating systems. Using a mobile phone or tablet, the system is populated with easy-to-use applications to
arm warfighters with powerful communications data that integrates with existing lasers, radios and GPS
devices. The standard system delivers with a fully-integrated set of hardware that includes a laser range
finder, tactical computer, video downlink receiver and the FasTAK digital targeting software. The wearable
equipment boasts a low weight compared to legacy solutions, with the Windows variant weighing less than
six pounds and the Android variant under three pounds.
To enable tactical interoperability and digital connectivity with the targeting system, the FasTAK Gateway
combines Rockwell Collins’ Link 16 terminal, TacNet™ Tactical Radio and an AN/PRC-162(V)1 Manpack
radio into one transportable unit. Data link processor software, running on simple laptop hardware,
manages the data links, radio frequencies and data forwarding for the equipment in a lightweight,
transportable container.
You can read more about the FasTAK system on the Rockwell Collins website.
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Events Diary
Date / Time

Organisation & Location

12 - 14 June 2018 TCG’s Annual Users Group
Holiday Inn, Tewksbury, MA USA

Description
This 3-day event features presentations, interactive
demonstrations, comprehensive training seminars, one-on-one
sessions, and more from TCG experts, Partners, and US and
International users. To register, book hotels and get further
information, please go to the TCG website, www.g2tcg.com.
A synopsis of some of the sessions can be provided by
emailing Jessie.Nokham@g2tcg.com.

16 - 22 July 2018

Farnborough International
Airshow
Farnborough, Hampshire, UK

The Farnborough International Air Show prides itself on
facilitating first-class business opportunities for the global
aerospace industry. As one of the world’s largest exhibitions
and air displays, the show provides a wealth of dedicated and
focused business platforms.

29 October 2018

IDLSoc Training Day 2018
Town and Country, San Diego,
USA

Make sure that you save the date for the 2018 IDLSoc Training
Day! Further details will be released in the near future.

30 October - 1
November 2018

IDLS2018
Town and Country, San Diego,
USA

IDLS will be returning to San Diego this year, taking place at the
newly refurbished Town and Country Hotel. The event website
will be live in the new future - please watch this space for
further details.

12 November
2018

TDL Summit
National Convention Centre
Canberra, AUS

The Australian TDL Interoperability Summit will be held prior
to MilCIS 2018 on Monday the 12th of November 2018 at the
National Convention Centre Canberra (NCCC) from 0830 to
1700. The agenda will consist of Defence and Industry Briefings
and Networking opportunities.
For the latest information, please visit the AS/NZ Chapter
website here.

1 - 4 April 2019

NTDLS 2019
Calpe, Spain

The NATO Tactial Data Links Symposium (NTDLS) is an annual
event which is open to Interoperability Platform Nations, at
which TDL experts can share operational, technical and
scientific experiences on TDLs.

For more information, visit the events page at www.idlsoc.com.
This e-mailed newsletter has come from the Secretariat of the International Data Links Society (IDLSoc). The contents
are intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. No one else may retain, use, copy, forward, distribute or place
any reliance on all or any of it in any form. IDLSoc is not responsible for the contents or accuracy of any links. If you
received this e-mail in error, or wish to unsubscribe, please contact Phil Robinson at the IDLSoc Secretariat via
editor@idlsoc.com.
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